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Question 2.  Garage for snow ploughs

Client’s requirements
1. A new garage to store four snow ploughs.

2. Each snow plough requires a parking space 10.0m wide by 10.0m long. Clear headroom of 5.0m is required throughout. No 
structural elements may intrude into this space.

3. The site is 30.0m wide and 50.0m long. See Figure Q2. An access road serves the site on one side. The site and access road are 
surrounded on all sides by steep slopes.

4. The site slopes upwards away from the access road at a slope of 1 in 10. See Figure Q2. The floor of the garage is required to be 
level.

5. Sufficient doors must be provided to the garage so that three snow ploughs can exit to the access road at all times, even if the 
fourth plough is under repair. The door opening must have a clearance of at least 10.0m wide and 5.0m high.

6. Access to the site is via a single-track road which is usable, because of weather conditions, for only four months of the year. The 
longest length of a structural element that can be delivered to the site in one piece is 7.0m.

Imposed loading
7. Snow loading  Density of snow: 2.0kN/m3. The maximum snow depth based on a 50-year  

  return period is 7.0m. The horizontal load imposed by snow may be taken  
  as 30% of the vertical load. 
Snow plough loading 2.0kN/m2

Site conditions
8. The site is located in a mountainous location at an altitude of 2000m. Basic wind speed at sea level is 46.0m/s based on a 

3-second gust; the equivalent mean hourly wind speed is 23.0m/s.

9. Borehole 1 (top of hole at 2005m altitude) 
Ground level – 0.2m Topsoil 
Below 0.2m  Rock, allowable safe bearing pressure 400kN/m2

Borehole 2 (top of hole at 2000m altitude) 
Ground level – 4.0m Gravel, N=20 
Below 4.0m  Rock, allowable safe bearing pressure 800kN/m2

Groundwater was not encountered in either borehole.

Omit from consideration
10. Detailed design of door mechanism.

SECTION 1 (50 marks)
a. Prepare a design appraisal with appropriate sketches indicating two distinct and viable solutions for the  

proposed structure. Indicate clearly the functional framing, load transfer and stability aspects of each scheme.  
Identify the solution you recommend, giving reasons for your choice.  (40 marks)

b. After the design has been completed there is a severe winter which restricts use of the access road to only  
two months during the summer. Expert meteorological opinion suggests this may happen more frequently  
in the future. Write a letter to your client explaining the implications of this information on the construction of  
your proposed structure.  (10 marks)

SECTION 2 (50 marks)
For the solution recommended in Section 1(a):

c. Prepare sufficient design calculations to establish the form and size of all the principal structural elements  
including the foundations. (20 marks)

d. Prepare general arrangement plans, sections and elevations to show the dimensions, layout and disposition  
of the structural elements and critical details for estimating purposes. (20 marks)

e. Prepare a detailed method statement for the safe construction of the building and an outline construction  
programme. (10 marks)
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Garage for snow ploughs 
 
This question relates to the requirement for a single-storey building to store four snowploughs.  
The building itself should be relatively straightforward as it boils down to a single-storey 
rectangular shed of relatively modest dimensions.  However there are a few issues in the 
question that need to be appreciated and incorporated into the design but there is nothing that 
makes this question impossibly complicated or problematic. 
 
 
 
The key parts of the brief are: 
 

 A garage to store four snowploughs, each requiring a space of 10m x 10m.  No 
structural elements may intrude into this space*. 

 

 The building requires a clear headroom of 5m throughout.   
 

 The site is 30m x 50m and has an access road on one side.  The site and access road 
are surrounded on all sides by steep slopes. 

 

 The site slopes at a pitch of 1 in 10.  The floor of the garage is required to be level*. 
 

 The building must be arranged so that three snowploughs can exit at any time when the 
fourth plough is under repair.   

 

 Doors must be at least 10m wide and 5m high. 
 

 The longest length of any element that can be delivered to site in one piece is 7m.  
 

 Access to the site is limited to 4 months in each year because of weather conditions. 
 

 The elevation and location of the site means that there is high snow and wind loading, 
including a significant horizontal component from the snow. 

 

 Two boreholes have been drilled on the site, one indicating 200mm of topsoil with rock 
below, the other indicating 4m of gravel with underlying rock.  No groundwater was 
encountered. 

 
*These elements of the brief require interpretation – see comment later.  
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Design appraisal 
 
The brief breaks down into a number of themes, each of which must be fully understood and 
developed.   
 
These are:  
 

 the space requirements and the related need for doors and access 
 

 the requirement for a level garage floor on a sloping site with underlying rock 
 

 high vertical and lateral loads and the implication of load combinations and large doors 
that may be open in high wind situations  

 

 the limitations of the site in terms of its location, access road and the weather conditions 
which restrict the length of all structural elements and provide a short time-window for 
construction. 

 
The starting point for this question must be the layout of the parking bays, taking into account 
the requirement for egress of the vehicles and the associated location of the doors.  As with 
many questions, these issues are interrelated and nothing else can be done until the layout is 
established as it determines the overall size of the structure and thus the location and layout of 
the principal structural elements.  Perhaps unusually, in this particular question the brief allows 
for a variety of plan layouts.  Although different plan shapes would not in themselves constitute 
"distinct alternatives", they may help to provide different structural arrangements, each of which 
is appropriate for a particular layout. 
 
There is no information in the question relating to the turning circles of the snowploughs 
however because of the tight site and the requirement for access, in an actual design situation 
this data would be critical.  In the absence of any detailed information, for the purposes of the 
question I have assumed that the vehicles can turn within a 10m x 10m square (snowploughs 
are highly manoeuvrable).  
 
Figure 1 shows various possible arrangements each allowing for the movement of any three of 
the four vehicles (this depends on the assumptions made above regarding to turning circles  - if 
the assumption above is not valid then additional doors will be required for scheme two).  It 
should be apparent at this stage that there are significantly different possible plan shapes 
depending on how the vehicles are arranged and also that the doors are likely to be a significant 
factor in the design (particularly in relation to providing lateral stability in an elevation that is 
predominantly filled with door openings). 
 
There are two elements of the brief that could be open to interpretation (noted with an asterisk 
in the summary above).  The first is the requirement for "no structural elements [to] intrude into 
this space".  The issue here is whether "this space" means the 10m x 10m space required for 
each vehicle, or the whole building.  The second is "the floor of the garage is required to be 
level".  This, it could be argued, relates to the individual space for each plough, or the whole 
garage floor.  This is particularly important from the client's point of view as a level floor will 
require either a raised floor or excavation (or a combination of both).   
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These points could be argued either way, but the first, relating to internal structural elements, is 
contained in a requirement specifically detailing the space required for each snowplough (client 
requirement number two).  It would therefore seem reasonable to interpret this that no structural 
elements may intrude into "the space required for a single snow plough" although it would be 
equally valid to argue that it is obvious no structural element can intrude into the space needed 
for each individual plough therefore this requirement must mean that no structural elements may 
intrude into the internal space of the [whole] garage.   
 
Equally the requirement for "the floor of the garage" to be level could be interpreted in one of 
two ways: the whole garage or the space for each plough.  The brief refers to "the garage" and 
throughout the question the phrase "garage" is singular and refers to the whole building.  
Therefore I would argue that the whole ground floor slab needs to be at one level.   
 
If one encounters parts of the brief that could be interpreted one way or the other it is sensible to 
discuss the different potential meanings and the implication on the overall structure and then to 
decide which interpretation you are going to adopt.  You should always do this clearly and 
logically and not just plump for one interpretation. 
 
Therefore, I am going to conclude that for client requirement number two, “no structural element 
may intrude into this space", “this space” means each 10 x 10 parking space, and for 
requirement number four, "the floor of the garage" refers to the singular totality of the garage, 
i.e. the whole building.  It will be evident that both these decisions will have a significant impact 
on the layout of the building.  What would be ill-advised is to glibly pass over any potential 
ambiguity without discussing the various interpretations! 
 
The structural implication of these decisions is that we can have strategically located internal 
columns (see figure 4) and that the whole building will need to be at one level, necessitating a 
raised suspended floor or significant excavation in the gravel/rock, or a combination of both. 
 
The site slopes significantly from one end to the other and the client's brief requires that the 
floor is level (ie flat/horizontal).  This gives various options for the level (ie elevation) of the 
garage floor but it seems sensible that the floor is at the same level as the access road.  This 
will necessitate a significant amount of the granular material being removed, and at the far end 
of the site some rock may need to be excavated depending on the proposed footprint. 
 
The borehole logs (see figure 2), shows 4m of granular material with underlying rock at the 
lower end of the site (borehole 2), and rock near the surface at the upper end (borehole 1), with 
a shallow layer of topsoil at the upper end of the site.  The borehole logs in some way ask more 
questions than they answer, as the topsoil doesn't appear in borehole two and the gravel 
doesn't appear in borehole one, so it is not clear how the different soil layers translate across 
the site.  Also from the information supplied, the steep slopes adjacent to the site appear to be 
gravel!  Based on the information supplied and for the purposes of answering examination 
question, you should make assumptions about the ground conditions at intermediate positions 
across the site (and ignore the stability of the slopes outside the site (although a comment 
wouldn’t go amiss)), but in practice more investigation would be necessary. 
 
It should be obvious that this building is located in a challenging location with significant snow 
and wind loads which combined with dominant openings (the doors may need to be open in 
high winds) creates a relatively complex scenario for load combinations, which must be fully 
explored in the answer. 
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Possible solutions 
 
The principal items in the brief that will dictate the structural form are the size and orientation of 
the parking spaces and the commensurate access.  The slope of the site and the underlying 
ground are also important considerations. 
 
The two principal options proposed are therefore: four bays arranged in a square, and four bays 
arranged in a line (see figure 1).  The location of the doors and thus the egress of the vehicles is 
critically important.  The doors need a 10m wide opening.   
 
Steel seems to be the most appropriate structural material taking into account the location, the 
spans and the need for rapid construction.  Simply supported trusses in the roof with columns 
combined with traditional diagonal bracing would provide one scheme, with portalised frames for 
the other. 
 
The stability system is an important and related issue.  There is no requirement for windows in 
the building, but the doors are large and there are relatively high lateral loads.  Stability could be 
provided by traditional diagonal bracing in the faces that do not contain doors, and in the door 
elevations stability could be provided by vertical lattice cantilevers, or portal bracing 
(concentrated in the vertical strips next to the doors).  I've allowed half a metre on either side of 
the doors to allow for a vertical cantilever or the vertical leg of portal bracing which gives the 
overall dimensions shown in figures 3 and 4.   
 
It should be apparent that in the arrangement shown in figure 4 there is only 8m for the vehicles 
to pass the building (no minimum width is given but it seems reasonable to assume that based 
on the 10 x 10 space required for parking, and the width of the access road, that 8m would be 
sufficient for the track alongside the building.  If it is concluded that 10m is required, then this 
option is not viable.   
 
 
Scheme 1 
 
Four garages arranged in a row, each with its own door.  The principal advantages of this 
scheme are easy access to the road and no restrictions if one plough is out of operation and the 
roof beam spans are minimised.  The main disadvantage is the additional ground works as the 
building goes further back on the site (see figure 2).   
 
This proposal uses 1.0m lattice beams spanning back to front and secondary beams spanning 
between the principal roof beams with purlins spanning 5.0m.  Lattice bracing is provided 
throughout the roof and vertical bracing is supplied in the three sides that do not contain the 
doors.  Vertical lattice cantilevers form the door openings and provide stability for the door 
elevation.  The five vertical cantilevers are fixed to an RC ground beam forming part of the 
foundation system.   
 
 
Scheme 2 
 
Four garages arranged in a square.  Two doors adjacent to, and at the same level as, the 
access road would allow any three out of four vehicles to exit the building (if any one was 
inoperable) as long as they can turn within a 10x10 square.  If this is not the case additional 
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doors will be required (necessitating additional excavation for the access road).  The two door 
solution would necessitate a retaining wall along the side if the building assuming vehicular 
access was required to the rear of the site (external storage and maintenance?).  The pros and 
cons are the opposite of scheme one, longer spans balanced by less excavation. 
 
My arrangement uses six lattice portal frames in a 3D grid spanning east-west and north-south, 
the external frames form the 5m x 10m door openings.  Stability is afforded in both directions by 
the portal action of the frames.   The connections at ground level are pinned so as not to impart 
moment into the foundations.  There will be complex details at the central intersection where 
structural continuity is required in both directions.   
 
The large central column is critical to this scheme but obviously limits the flexibility of the 
internal space, especially if vehicle are required to manoeuvre inside the building. 
 
 
Selection. 
 
The scheme 1, shown in figures 1 & 3, is the simplest and stiffest as it has the shortest span for 
the roof and the more rigid of the two stability systems.  This arrangement provides an easy exit 
from the building for all four vehicles, but the downside is that requires more excavation into the 
gravel and bedrock to achieve a flat floor.  Accordingly this would be my chosen scheme to 
design in section 2. 
 
 
Other design factors 
 
There are significant snow loads and the potential for high winds but the building is not 
particularly large and therefore the loads should be catered for relatively easily.  However 
appropriate combinations of loads must be considered, with snow and wind acting together 
taking into account the possibility of the large doors being opened during periods of high wind.   
 
The ground floor slab could adequately be supported on the gravel and the main building 
foundations would best be taken down to the rock. 
 
The brief is clear that no structural element must exceed 7m in length and therefore appropriate 
positioning of splices is important.  It would also seem reasonable that candidates demonstrate 
their ability to design spliced connections in section 2c of the answer, as the limited length of all 
structural elements is an important feature of the brief. 
 
 
The letter 
 
It should be clear from the brief that there is difficult access to the site and challenging weather 
conditions, both of which are going to impact on the construction of the garage.  The scenario 
presented in the question exacerbates the situation by further limiting the time available for 
construction.  Therefore the letter should present options to the client that would speed up 
construction.  These would include highly planned delivery following just-in-time principles, 
possible further prefabrication (prefabricated roof, wall and/or floor components), storage of 
components on-site etc.   
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It is possible the construction could be split across more than one summer season but it is likely 
that the client would wish construction to be completed as quickly as possible (in one season). 
 
Depending on the actual scheme proposed, there is likely to be significant ground works, 
particularly relating to the excavation to provide a level site.  Presumably once the plant is on-
site work could continue if the access road is blocked, although this of course depends entirely 
on what happens to surplus excavated material.  There is sufficient room on site to allow 
storage of components.   
 
All these issues give considerable scope for discussion in the letter and a judicious mixture of 
off-site prefabrication, minimising site work and storage of building components on site would 
allow for very rapid construction of this building, obviously allowing for ground works and 
assuming that the necessary redesign and prefabrication could be done in the period before the 
summer weather window. 
 
Helicopter delivery would not help as the brief limits [all] structural elements to 7m and not just 
those delivered by road. 
 
It is also possible that depending on the original configuration of the building, a radical redesign 
aimed specifically at minimising the time needed on site (ie designed for pre-fabrication) could 
allow the building to be constructed in two months, especially if the brief could be changed to 
allow for a stepped floor (level for each separate snowplough) as this will dramatically reduce 
the excavation required.  These options should be offered to the client bearing in mind the 
alternative could be a dramatic extension of the construction programme (extended over more 
than one summer period).  Any redesign would of course take time but this could be scheduled 
in the preceding winter period. It would also be prudent to mention that the revised 
meteorological data may require revisiting the loads used in the original design. 
 
There is so much potential in this scenario, the danger would be to get carried away and spend 
too long on this section.  It seems reasonable to suggest that it would be inappropriate to 
suggest just spreading construction over more than one summer season (which many 
candidates did!). 
 
 
Summary 
 
This is an unusual question in that the building size and shape is not predetermined.  When 
combined with some elements of the brief that are open to interpretation it allows for a wide 
range of potential solutions.  However the building itself is a relatively straightforward 
rectangular industrial shed, albeit with large doors and relatively high vertical and horizontal 
loads.   
 
Assuming that candidates are not put off by the relatively open nature of the brief it should be 
possible to propose two structures that are clearly "distinct and viable" and that are simple to 
design.   
 
There are many areas of discussion contained in section 1b which would allow a very full and 
detailed answer, which perhaps has the danger of becoming too time-consuming.   
 
Overall this question should allow an experienced candidate a suitable vehicle to demonstrate 
their design knowledge and experience. 
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Introduction 
 

This question deals with a three-storey Library building to be built by cutting into a hillside in 

a city centre.  

It is quite common that Chartered Membership Examination traditionally tests the candidate’s 

competency in both aspects of geotechnical engineering and structural engineering. This 

question is such one that demands the understanding of various methods of retaining deep 

excavation works both in temporary and permanent conditions when constructing a structure 

especially in sloping hillside in city centre.  

Therefore, it is quite natural that the question is daunting for those candidates that lack 

experience in heavy geotechnical design and construction works involving deep excavations. 

However, it is definitely not a difficult question for experienced engineers dealing in their 

practice with the design and construction of earth retaining and supporting structures and 

concrete/steel structures supporting long span steel roof. 

This possible solution is not prepared under examination conditions. It mainly assists in the 

Chartered Membership Examination preparation with respect to arriving at two distinct and 

viable solutions as required in Section 1(a) of the question. The annotated sketches provided 

were drawn in graph papers and then transferred to plain papers to improve the clarity. In the 

examination, candidates may use the A4 size answer sheets to draw the annotated sketches 

required to explain their schemes in Section 1(a). 

Some guidance is given on the recommendation for scheme selection in Section 1(a).  

It also explains the structural implications of adding a basement and assists the candidates in 

writing a letter to the client as required in Section 1(b). 

The issues 
 

• The site is situated in a hillside in a city centre. 

• The footprint of the building is 60m x 40m.  

• Column free area of 44m x 24m in the centre portion is required. 

• 40m x 20m area in the centre part of the roof to be glazed to facilitate the entry of 

natural light into the building.  

• The floor to floor height is 4.5m for the lower 2 storeys and 6.0m for the upper storey.  

• Minimum fire resistance period is 2-hour for structural elements. 

The following is worth noting. 

Site boundary 

It is expected that the candidate should appreciate the fact that the site is situated in the city 

centre and as such the working space available outside of the footprint of the building is limited. 

The question did not demarcate the site boundary and, hence, it is imperative to consider this 

constraint in the systems selection for earth retaining structure and building foundation in order 

not to consume more space outside of the footprint of the building. 



 

Locations of lift/elevator shafts and stairs 

In fact, the question did not specify the locations of these elements and allow the detailed design 

of them to be omitted while developing the solution. This is certainly a blessing in disguise for 

the candidates. 

The absence of lift/elevator shafts and stairs locations in this question could be taken as an 

advantage in arriving at two distinct and viable solutions by altering their locations between 

schemes. Indeed, the footprint and layout of the library provide flexibility in placing these 

elements in various locations. 

Obviously, albeit the lateral load effect due to the earth needs to be carefully tackled in the 

design and construction of the library in the hillside during temporary and permanent stages, 

the candidates should feel having some “quantum of solace” and thank the somewhat inherent 

architectural symmetry that could be achieved in their solution.  

Overturning and sliding should be prevented to maintain the stability of the structure both in 

temporary and permanent conditions. These strong elements partly could contribute in resisting 

the lateral earth and surcharge forces. 

Site conditions 

The wind detail is provided in terms of basic wind speed (40m/s) on a 3 second gust and 

equivalent mean hourly wind speed (20m/s). The candidate has the liberty to choose the basic 

wind speed or mean hourly wind speed values given in the question based on their local practice 

as its varies from country to country. 

Ground conditions varies as follows; 

 

 

 

It is required to work out the required geotechnical parameters based on the details given for 

the site conditions. 



• The ground water level has been taken as shown in Section B-B (at RL= -13.0m) in the 

question though the “Site conditions” mentions that it is 1.3m below ground level, 

which is the top of the hillside as denoted in the same Section B-B. 

• Density of the dense silty sand could be taken as 19 kN/m3.  

• Active earth pressure coefficient (Ka) and earth pressure coefficient at rest (K0) can be 

calculated based on the φ(=35 degrees) value given.  

• The safe allowable bearing pressure of the rock strata could be calculated using a factor 

of safety (FOS) of 3.0. 

In this question, the lateral earth force is very much higher than the lateral wind force. 

Candidate should appreciate this fact and demonstrate their understanding on this regard. 

The methods of excavation of slope and the related temporary works needed to retain the earth 

should be explained with simple sketches to demonstrate the understanding of earth retaining 

and stabilising systems. 

 

Possible solution 
 

The question requires two distinct and viable solutions. It is important that the candidates 

should understand the real meaning of this requirements for scoring good marks in the 

Chartered Membership Examination.    

“Distinct” in the context of the Chartered Membership Examination does not merely mean 

using different materials for the same layout. Viable means that the structure can be safely 

built.  

In fact, it should be looked into further in achieving the two schemes in the following ways in 

the case this question. 

• Adopting different load paths with dissimilar construction methods for earth retaining 

and supporting system, floor and roof. 

• Choosing different floor systems for floors and roof with concrete and steel. 

• Selecting different types of truss systems to support the glass roof. 

• Adopting different foundation systems such as cast in-situ bored pile and raft 

foundation. (Note – Precast RC driven pile system is not preferable in city centre 

locations.) 

• Selecting different layout with dissimilar column and wall spacing without impinging 

on the functional requirements and client’s brief. 

In fact, many distinct and viable solutions are possible for this question when considering the 

above features with different combinations of systems, load transfers and construction 

methods. 

The following distinct and viable schemes are proposed as solution to this question. 

 



 

Scheme 1- Cast in-situ reinforced concrete building on raft foundation 

The following depicts the structural system selected for Scheme 1.  

Conventional reinforced concrete frame consists of slabs, beams, columns and walls connected 

to raft foundation forms the structure except for the glass roof area that utilises steel trusses 

spaced at 4m interval and connected to the concrete structure at roof level to support the glass.  

In general, 2m cantilever beams around the atrium with 8m/3m back spans are connected to 

columns/walls in Level 2, 3 and roof. In general, the column/wall spacing is set as 8m 

surrounding the atrium area to facilitate the load transfer. 

Triangular shaped steel tubular trusses are used to support the glass roof in the atrium. The 

truss has two top chords and one bottom chord connected by inclined tubular web members. 

This arrangement gives aesthetically pleasing appearance inside the building and make it 

possible to install glass panels with ease. 

The locations of lift/elevator shafts (middle of back and front sides) and stairwells (back side 

corners) are positioned in the longer side of the building to facilitate the lateral load transfer in 

this scheme. 

Permanent secant pile walls are used to retain the lateral load due to surcharge and earth formed 

by cutting the slope between Ground Level and Level 1. Secant pile walls are to be permanent 

and to be socketed into the rock to arrest sliding, overturning and also to prevent deep seated 

failures due to extreme conditions created in the surroundings by future construction activities. 

In permanent condition, floors at Level 2 and Level 3 prop the secant pile walls. Therefore, it 

is necessary to consider the rest condition in the design of the secant pile wall in permanent 

condition and the related lateral forces should be resisted by the structure. Hence, K0 should be 

used to calculate the lateral forces created by earth and surcharge pressures at permanent 

conditions. However, it is required to consider the temporary stage too in active condition 

during excavation of the slope. Hence, it is very important to maintain the stability of the 

structure and the excavated hillside during both temporary and permanent stages. In-situ flush 

should be provided to the secant pile walls to get a smooth surface and to receive waterproofing 

to prevent dampness and vapour in real conditions.  

Raft foundation is proposed to safely transfer the loads to ground and to control the differential 

settlement between the front and back side of the building though front side of the building can 

rest on isolated or combined footings. The bottom of the footing level could be placed just 

above the water table in general when adopting raft foundation except in lift well areas. Since 

the water table is very shallow, the safe bearing capacity should be limited to 5N. In this respect, 

raft foundation resting on well compacted ground is preferred over isolated footing.  The centre 

part at Level 1 could have slab on grade resting on well compacted ground.  

Vertical loads transfer 

The gravitational forces arising from dead load, superimposed dead load and live load are 

supported on slabs that transfer the loads to reinforced concrete beams and walls through 

bending and shear actions. The beams in turn transfer the loads to reinforced concrete columns 

and walls, generally spaced at 8m, through bending and shear actions.  



The glass roof is supported by steel trusses spaced at 4.0m. These steel trusses transfer the dead 

load, superimposed dead load and live load to reinforced concrete cantilever beams/beams in 

the roof through bending and shear actions. These cantilever beams transfer the loads to 

reinforced concrete columns through bending and shear actions.  

The columns and walls via bending and shear actions transfer the loads to reinforced concrete 

raft foundation that transfer the loads to the ground by bearing action.   

 

Lateral loads transfer 

Lateral loads such as earth load and wind load are generally resisted by the diaphragm actions 

of the floors and then get transferred to vertical elements such as walls and columns through 

horizontal bending and shear actions.  

A glance on the layout and sections given in the question reveals that the lateral earth pressure 

dominates over the wind pressure by many fold. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate the 

secant pile wall with the floors permanently to transfer the lateral earth and surcharge loads. 

The secant pile wall transfers the lateral earth and surcharge loads by one way action vertically 

upward and downward between the floors through bending and shear actions. The floors in 

turn transfer the loads particularly to rigid walls through diaphragm action and in combination 

with horizontal bending and shear actions.  

Wind load is resisted by façade elements and get transferred to floors and roof by bending and 

shear actions. Diaphragm action of the floors and roof transfers the load to columns and walls 

through bending and shear actions. 

Walls and columns then transfer the lateral loads through bending and shear actions to raft 

foundation that transfers the loads to the ground by bearing action and friction.   

Robustness and stability 

All the beam and column connections should be monolithic/continuous to achieve the 

robustness and stability. The building floors should be connected to secant pile wall.   

Durability/Fire resistance 

The concrete cover should be selected in such a way to comply with the durability and fire 

resistance for 2-hour.  

Annotated sketches depicting the layout and section complying with the client’s brief are 

shown below.  

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Scheme 2- Steel building on piled foundation 

The following depicts the structural system selected for Scheme 2. 

Steel composite floor is selected for Level 2 to Roof except for the glass roof area that utilises 

steel trusses spaced at 5m interval connected to the concrete structure at roof level to support 

the glass.  

In general, 2m cantilever steel beams around the atrium with 8m/5m back spans are connected 

to steel columns/reinforced concrete walls in Level 2 and 3. The columns surrounding the 

atrium are hung from the steel trusses at roof. In general, the column/wall spacing is set as 5m 

to facilitate the load transfer. 

The steel trusses spaced at 5m are supported on reinforced concrete columns in the back side 

and on braced double steel columns on the front side. It is required to provide 8m wide and 

4.5m high door opening in the front side. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a 10m long 

transfer truss at Level 2 above the door opening below. 

Steel trusses are used to support the roof, glass over atrium and the tension loads transferred 

from Level 2 and 3 below through steel hanger columns.  

The locations of lift/elevator/stairwell are positioned in the middle of shorter sides of the 

building in this scheme. 

Steel sheet pile walls are used to retain the surcharge load and earth formed by cutting the slope 

between Ground Level and Level 1 in temporary condition. Reinforced concrete retaining walls 

with buttress walls are used to retain the lateral loads generated by earth and surcharge 

pressures in permanent condition. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the rest condition in 

the design of the retaining wall and buttress wall. Hence, K0 should be used to calculate the 

lateral forces created by earth and surcharge pressures at permanent conditions. However, it is 

required to consider the temporary stage too in active condition during excavation of the slope. 

Hence, it is very important to maintain the stability of the structure and the excavated hillside 

during both temporary and permanent stages. The retaining wall should be provided with 

waterproofing to prevent dampness and vapour in real conditions.  

Cast in-situ bored pile foundation is proposed to safely transfer the loads to ground and to 

control the differential settlement between the front and back side of the building and to prevent 

sliding and overturning. Piles are to be socketed into the rock to prevent deep seated failures 

due to extreme conditions created in the surroundings by future construction activities. The 

centre part at Level 1 could have slab on grade resting on well compacted ground.  

Vertical loads transfer 

The gravitational forces arising from dead load, superimposed dead load and live load are 

supported on slabs that transfer the loads to secondary steel beams and walls through bending 

and shear actions. Those secondary steel beams in turn transfer the loads to primary steel beams 

connected to steel columns and reinforced concrete walls, generally spaced at 5m, through 

bending and shear actions. The steel columns transfer the loads upward in tension to steel 

trusses spaced at 5m at roof level. The glass roof is supported by steel trusses.  



These steel trusses transfer the dead load, superimposed dead load and live load to reinforced 

concrete columns in the back side and steel columns in the front side through bending and shear 

actions.  

The columns and walls then transfer the loads to reinforced concrete pile caps through bending 

and shear actions. Pile caps then transfer the loads to cast in-situ bored piles through bending 

and shear actions. The piles transfer the loads to ground via friction and end bearing. 

Lateral loads transfer 

The reinforced concrete retaining walls transfers the lateral earth and surcharge loads 

horizontally by one way action between buttress walls through bending and shear actions.  

Wind load is resisted by façade elements and get transferred to floors, roof and vertical bracing 

by bending and shear actions. Diaphragm action of the floors and roof transfers the load to 

columns, walls and vertical bracing through bending and shear actions. 

Walls, columns and vertical bracings then transfer the lateral loads through bending and shear 

actions to pile caps.  Pile caps then transfer the loads to cast in-situ bored piles through bending 

and shear actions. The piles transfer the loads to ground via friction and end bearing. 

Robustness and stability 

All the beam and column connections should be moment connections to achieve robustness 

and stability. Core walls and vertical bracing contribute to the stability and improve the 

robustness. 

Durability/Fire resistance 

All the concrete elements should have sufficient cover to satisfy the durability requirements 

and fire resistance requirement for 2-hour fire rating. All the structural steel elements should 

be provided with suitable fire coating to withstand the 2-hour fire rating. 

Annotated sketches depicting the layout and section complying with the client’s brief are 

shown below. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

Selection of scheme 

The following salient features could appropriately be considered in recommending the scheme 

considering the pros and cons of each scheme, 

Economy Buildability Safety Robustness Durability 

Site constraints Speed of construction Aesthetic Acoustics Thermal mass 

Sustainability Vibration Fire resistance   

 

Letter 

The letter tests the competency of the candidates in dealing with a design change situation after 

the completion of the detailed design as come across in real practice. It should be written 

effectively to communicate the structural implications to a non-technical reader. 

The design change situation in this question is incorporating a 4.5m deep basement for archive 

storage. 

The following points cite the consequences of adding a basement and can be used to formulate 

the letter for this question. 

• The addition of the 4.5m deep basement would seriously affect the design and 

construction of the library.  

• The lateral earth pressure acting on the temporary and permanent retaining structure 

would drastically be increased.  



• The foundation design would have to be revised due to the increased vertical load, 

hydrostatic uplift and lateral loads.  

• The design of the structure has to be revised. The other key issue to be dealt with is the 

need for waterproofing.  

• The time required for the redesign and construction would significantly increase.  

• The cost of the project would increase.  

It is worth noting the following, 

• The structural implications could be explained using appropriate sketches in this part 

of the question. 

• If the structural implications of the design change requirement seems trivial to the 

candidate then it implies that he/she has disregarded an essential part of the question. 

• The letter should give importance to explain the structural aspects of the design change 

requirement and not emphasise on the business aspect related to additional fee.  

 

Summary 

This question is an easy and straight forward question for those who possess good experience 

in the design and construction of concrete structures, steel structures and earth retaining and 

stabilising systems.  

Arriving at two distinct and viable solution becomes possible when the inherent characteristics 

of these systems are suitably utilised and combined in the appraisal to deal with different 

materials, load paths and construction methods.  

Rigid and less rigid floor systems used in Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 respectively with the 

adoption of different earth retaining systems for these schemes alter the load paths when 

transferring the lateral and vertical loads.  

Varying the positions of the lift/elevator shafts and stairs is vital too in the appraisal in arriving 

at two distinct and viable solutions. As a marking examiner of this question, I noticed that many 

candidates did not explore this opportunity in their favour. They faced difficulties in providing 

satisfactory solution in the examination. 

It is also important to demonstrate in the answer that the stability of the structure at temporary 

and permanent conditions is maintained. Stability checks on over turning and sliding must be 

provided based on the elements sizes obtained. 

An experienced graduate engineer that can envisage the large lateral forces created by ground 

retaining and demonstrate his/her competency on the methods of resisting them in temporary 

and permanent conditions has a very good chance of passing the exam, if he/she is also capable 

in arriving at two distinct and viable solution without violating the clients’ brief. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Possible solution to past CM examination question 

 

Question 5 - April 2014 

 

Cliff-top house 

 

 

by Bob Wilson 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The information provided should be seen as an interpretation of the brief and a possible solution to a past question offered by 

an experienced engineer with knowledge of the examiners’ expectations (i.e. it's an individual's interpretation of the brief 

leading to one of a number of possible solutions rather than the definitive "correct" or "model" answer).  
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Question 5.  Cliff-top House

Client’s requirements
1. A new house built on a cliff top overlooking the sea. See Figure Q5.

2. The house is to be circular in plan and is to have four upper storeys and a basement. The top storey is to be 8.0m diameter with 
views in all directions; all other storeys are 5.0m diameter. 1.5m wide balconies looking towards the sea are required at levels two 
and three.

3. There is to be a 3.5m diameter x 1.5m deep circular swimming pool in the basement. 

4. No internal columns are allowed above level four.

5. The site is at the end of a 1.5km long, narrow, winding lane.

Imposed loading 
6. Floors  1.5kN/m2 

Balconies  1.5kN/m2 
Roof  1.5kN/m2 
Horizontal loading on balcony balustrade 0.75kN/m at 1.1m above balcony level.

Site conditions
7. The site is located in open countryside. Basic wind speed is 52.0m/s based on a 3-second gust; the equivalent mean hourly wind 

speed is 26.0m/s.

8. Ground conditions: 
Ground level – 0.5m Made ground 
0.5m - depth  Fissured sandstone, allowable safe bearing pressure 1500kN/m2  
Groundwater is not present

Omit from consideration
9. Detail design of stairs. 

SECTION 1 (50 marks)
a. Prepare a design appraisal with appropriate sketches indicating two distinct and viable solutions for the  

proposed structure including foundations. Indicate clearly the functional framing, load transfer and stability  
aspects of each scheme. Identify the solution you recommend, giving reasons for your choice. (40 marks)

b. The design has been completed and initial site works begun when the clients announce that they are expecting  
twins and would like to add an additional 5.0m diameter storey below the 8.0m diameter storey. Write a letter  
to the clients advising them of the structural implications. (10 marks)

SECTION 2 (50 marks)
For the solution recommended in Section 1(a):

c. Prepare sufficient design calculations to establish the form and size of all the principal structural elements  
including the foundations. (20 marks)

d. Prepare general arrangement plans, sections and elevations to show the dimensions, layout and disposition  
of the structural elements and critical details for estimating purposes. (20 marks)

e. Prepare a detailed method statement for the safe construction of the building and an outline programme. (10 marks) 
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